NOTES

1) NC STAMPED ON ALL NORMALLY CLOSED TERMINALS
2) PLASTIC PARTS-POLYPROPYLENE TERMINALS - NICKEL-PLATED BRASS
3) DATE CODE INDICATING YEAR, MONTH, AND DAY OF MANUFACTURED MARKED ON HOUSING
4) INTEGRITY OF WELD AND SWITCH FUNCTIONALITY TESTED AFTER ASSEMBLY.
5) SWITCH BODY IS GRAY, PLUNGER COVER IS BLACK.
6) NC POLE BREAKS CONTACT BEFORE THE NO POLE MAKES CONTACT.
7) INTERPRET THIS DRAWING IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASME Y14.5-2009
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Switch, Plunger, Protective Cover, Snap Mount, NO-NC

malbrecht  21-Nov-2003
mhawk  17-Aug-2004
hineawy  04-Nov-2015

SEE NOTES